Into the Shops! Into the Struggle!

The action of the New York State Labor Convention of the Communist Party in publishing our program in such a way as to enable the working class to carry forward the banner of struggle left in our hands, is profoundly important not only to the working class, but to all those who cherish the principles of humanity. The Communist Party stands for the conscious, conscious, collective action of the working class for the victorious revolution of the world.

The election campaign will not be a Communist campaign unless it helps to prepare for the final struggle and gives a lead to the fighting spirit of the workers. The campaign will be a Communist propaganda campaign, the one that only a Communist can carry on.

The greatest weapon with which the workers can arm the movement is the slogan. It is the big slogan that gives the movement a definite policy, a definite goal. It is the slogan that gives the movement a definite strategy and tactics.

Foster from Prison, Calls for Class War

Accepting Nomination, Urges Election Fight

Be for Work or Wages and for Workers' Rights

Crisis in China

Bakery Workers Getting Worse 8-Hour Wage

HOLD MEETS TO FIGHT LYNCHING

Start Drive Against Boss Terror

COMMUNIST CAMPAIGN IN ELECTION TO FIGHT FOR RELEASE OF PRISONERS

Schenectady Convention Closes With Delegates From 40 States

Delegates from John Take Floor to Support Communist Platform of Class Struggle

Sentences FIANLU-june 17

Trial of Eight Others

Up June 2

Special Edition Will Be Published on May 30th, Friday

"Propaganda Worth a Million Dollars"

"Try and Stop Us!" Our Reply to a Gentleman Who Thinks He's Got Something for Nothing

One of the bosses' representatives at Washington, D. C., who has the illusion that Communist propaganda, the Communist Party and the Daily Worker will disappear into this air if capital will never let it live. This is a terrible mistake. The bosses are trying to fight the Daily Worker, but the Daily Worker will fight back.

The bosses have been trying to destroy the Daily Worker, but the Daily Worker will never be destroyed. The bosses have been trying to crush the Daily Worker, but the Daily Worker will never be crushed. The bosses have been trying to silence the Daily Worker, but the Daily Worker will never be silenced.
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